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	Active Directory is a common repository for information about objects that reside on
	the network, such as users, groups, computers, printers, applications, and files. The
	default Active Directory schema supports numerous attributes for each object class that
	can be used to store a variety of information. Access Control Lists (ACLs) are also stored
	with each object, which allows you to maintain permissions for who can access and
	manage the object. Having a single source for this information makes it more accessible
	and easier to manage; however, to accomplish this requires a significant amount of
	knowledge on such topics as LDAP, Kerberos, DNS, multimaster replication, group
	policies, and data partitioning, to name a few. This book will be your guide through
	this maze of technologies, showing you how to deploy a scalable and reliable Active
	Directory infrastructure.


	Windows 2000 Active Directory has proven itself to be very solid in terms of features
	and reliability, but after several years of real-world deployments, there was much room
	for improvement. When Microsoft released Windows Server 2003, they focused on
	security, manageability, and scalability enhancements. Windows Server 2003 R2 takes
	this evolution further and combines Windows Server 2003 Service Pack 1 with some
	feature packs, which makes Windows Server even more secure, manageable, and scalable
	and also adds considerable new functionality, such as a stand-alone LDAP server
	service and increased Unix system integration functions right in the box.


	Windows Server 2008 introduces some highly sought-after features to Active Directory.
	At the top of the list for many administrators will be such features as read-only domain
	controllers, support for Server Core, and fine-grained password policies. The list of new
	features and major enhancements is lengthy, and we have taken the time to cover them
	all in this book.
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Cryptography: A Very Short IntroductionOxford University Press, 2002
We are surrounded by cryptography, from the ATM, where we withdraw cash, mobile phones, and the Internet, to workplace security systems that protect business secrets, and the civil and military codes that protect the skies above us.

In this fascinating introduction to how cryptography actually works, Fred Piper and Sean Murphy highlight...
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Microsoft Office Project 2003 BibleFor Dummies, 2003
Managing projects can be as exciting as scheduling the next space shuttle or as mundane as planning routine production-line maintenance. A project can be as rewarding as striking oil or as disastrous as the maiden voyage of the Titanic. Projects can have budgets of $5 or $5,000,000. One thing that all projects have in common, however, is their...
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Final Cut Pro 3 Editing Workshop (2nd Edition)Focal Press, 2002
Go beyond the mechanics of Final Cut Pro 3 - learn how to edit with it! More than a button-pushing manual - this editing workshop gives you firsthand experience with the art and technique of editing with Final Cut Pro 3(FCP). It includes in-depth i

Final Cut Pro 3 Editing Workshop goes beyond the mechanics of Final Cut...
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A Field Guide to Genetic ProgrammingLulu.com, 2008
Genetic programming (GP) is a systematic, domain-independent method for getting computers to solve problems automatically starting from a high-level statement of what needs to be done. Using ideas from natural evolution, GP starts from an ooze of random computer programs, and progressively refines them through processes of mutation and sexual...
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Reactive Systems: Modelling, Specification and VerificationCambridge University Press, 2007
Formal methods is the term used to describe the specification and verification of software and software systems using mathematical logic. Various methodologies have been developed and incorporated into software tools. An important subclass is distributed systems. There are many books that look at particular methodologies for such systems, e.g. CSP,...
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Advanced Systems Design with Java, UML and MDAButterworth-Heinemann, 2005
The world of software development is experiencing dramatic growth and diversification, with a multitude of new languages and technologies continually being introduced and elaborated: XML, .Net, web services, mobile computing, etc. It therefore becomes increasingly difficult to keep up to date with even the technologies in one particular area....
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